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This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this Nikon D80
Dslr User Guide by online. You might not require more epoch to spend to go to the
ebook opening as competently as search for them. In some cases, you likewise do
not discover the revelation Nikon D80 Dslr User Guide that you are looking for. It will
unquestionably squander the time.
However below, following you visit this web page, it will be so entirely simple to get
as well as download lead Nikon D80 Dslr User Guide
It will not take many epoch as we tell before. You can accomplish it though
achievement something else at house and even in your workplace. appropriately
easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just what we provide below as well as
review Nikon D80 Dslr User Guide what you as soon as to read!
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With more than 580 digital pages in Acrobat format, readers will discover
the fundamentals on all aspects of the digital image
creation process. Includes
a handy booklet, for use
on the road, which is ﬁlled
with practical overviews
of cameras and menu options.
David Busch's Nikon Z5
Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one
comprehensive resource
and reference for getting
the most out of your
Nikon Z5 mirrorless camera. Nikon’s most aﬀordable full-frame mirrorless
model boasts up-scale features, including dual memory card slots, ﬁve-axis im-

age stabilization for sharp
images even when using
slow shutter speeds, and
an advanced hybrid autofocus system with face/eye detection and 273 AF
points. The Z5’s 24MP sensor supports 4K and Full
HD movie shooting, and
an innovative Focus Shift
mode that produces stunning deep-focus images.
With this book in hand,
you’ll master all the camera’s impressive features,
and ﬁne tune your camera
skills as develop your creativity taking great photographs with your new Z5.
Filled with detailed how-to
steps and full-color
illustrations, David
Busch's Nikon Z5 Guide to
Digital Photography
covers all the camera's
capabilities in depth, from

taking your ﬁrst photos
through advanced details
of setup, exposure, lens
selection, lighting, and
more, and relates each
feature to speciﬁc
photographic techniques
and situations. Also
included is the handy
visual guide to the Z5,
with close-up photos and
descriptions of the
camera's essential
features and controls.
Learn when to use each
option and, more
importantly, when not to
use them, by following the
author’s recommended
settings for every menu
entry. With best-selling
photographer and mentor
David Busch as your
guide, you'll quickly have
full creative mastery of
your camera’s
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capabilities, whether
you're shooting on the
job, as an advanced
enthusiast, or are just out
for fun. Start building your
knowledge and
conﬁdence, while bringing
your vision to light with
the Nikon Z5 today.
Nikon D40/D40x Digital
Field Guide is ﬁlled with
everything you need to
know in order to take
amazing photographs
using your Nikon D40 or
Nikon D40x. This full-color
portable guide walks you
through the essential
controls, features, and
functions of your Nikon
D40 or D40x digital SLR
using step-by-step
instructions and full-color
images of each menu
screen. This robust guide
not only shows you how to
adjust white balance,
autofocus, exposure, and
choose lenses, it also
teaches you when and
why you should adjust
each of these key
settings. The Nikon
D40/D40x Digital Field
Guide goes beyond
camera settings to oﬀer
you a refresher guide to
the principles of digital
photography, covering the
essentials of lighting,
composition, and
exposure. Filled with
amazing examples, this
book also presents you
with a variety of tips and
tricks to capturing
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portraits, candids, sports,
travel, macro
photography, and much
more.
Having trouble putting
down your Nikon D80 long
enough to read the
manual? Slip this
convenient, full-color
guide into your camera
bag instead. You'll ﬁnd
big, clear color photos to
help you identify the
camera's many controls,
complete information on
using each button and
dial, and breathtaking
examples of the results.
Then discover step-bystep recipes for shooting
terriﬁc photos in more
than 15 speciﬁc
situations. This
indispensable guide is like
having a personal
photographic assistant.
Test-drive your Nikon D80
with a Quick Tour. Learn
to eﬃciently operate all
your camera's controls.
Review photographic
basics like exposure,
lighting, and composition.
Explore diﬀerent types of
lenses. Discover the
appropriate lens, ISO
setting, aperture or mode,
shutter speed, and
lighting for a variety of
subjects and situations.
Get expert tips on
downloading and editing
your photos. Order today
so you'll have this goanywhere guide along
wherever you go.
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With more than 350,000
copies sold, Understanding Exposure has demystiﬁed the complex concepts of exposure for
countless photographers.
Now updated with current
technologies, more than
one hundred new images,
and an all-new chapter,
this new edition will inspire you more than ever
to free yourself from “auto” and create the pictures you truly want. In
his trademark easy-to-understand style, author
Bryan Peterson explains
the relationship between
aperture and shutter
speed, including how to
achieve successful exposures in seemingly
diﬃcult situations. You’ll
learn: • Which aperture
gives you the greatest
contrast and sharpness,
and when to use it •
Which apertures guarantee the background remains an out-of-focus
tone • Which one aperture—when combined
with the right lens—creates an area of sharpness
from three feet to inﬁnity
• How to creatively use
shutter speed to either
freeze an action or imply
motion • Where to take a
meter reading when shooting a sunset, snow, or a city at dusk With new information on white balance,
ﬂash, HDR, and more, this
updated classic will in-
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spire you to stop guessing
and take control of your
settings for better photos
anytime, anywhere, and
with any camera.
Photographer's Guide to
the Panasonic Lumix LX5:
Getting the Most from Panasonic's Advanced Digital Camera is the third
book in a series by Alexander S. White. His previous
guides to the Leica D-Lux
4 and Panasonic Lumix
LX3 were extremely well
received by enthusiasts
searching for comprehensive books that explain
the features and operation of some of the most
sophisticated compact digital cameras being sold today. The current book is a
detailed resource, illustrated by more than 150 color
photographs, that covers
all operations, menus, and
controls of the Panasonic
Lumix LX5, the newest in
a line of highly sophisticated, yet very portable cameras that are equipped
with full manual controls
as well as advanced digital technology. The book
provides detailed guidance to beginning, intermediate, and more experienced photographers in
plain English. The photographs illustrate the camera's menus and controls,
and provide examples of
many of the camera's
shooting modes and special eﬀects. For those who
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ﬁnd the documentation
provided by the camera's
manufacturer to be hard
to read and diﬃcult to understand, this book ﬁlls an
information gap and
serves as a single source
of information to let the
photographer derive the
maximum beneﬁt from his
or her Panasonic Lumix
LX5 camera.
Through easy-to-follow lessons, this handy book
oﬀers a complete class on
digital
photography,
tailored speciﬁcally for
people who use the Nikon
D90. This is not your typical camera guide: rather
than just show you what
all the buttons do, it teaches you how to use the
D90's features to make
great photographs-including professional-looking
images of people, landscapes, action shots, closeups, night shots, HD
video, and more. With Ben
Long's creative tips and
technical advice, you
have the perfect, camera-bag-friendly reference
that will help you capture
stunning pictures anywhere, anytime. The
Nikon D90 Companion will
show you how to: Take
creative control and go beyond automatic settings
Learn the basic rules of
composition Capture decisive moments, including
fast-moving objects Discover ways to use a ﬂash
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indoors and outdoors
Learn about diﬀerent lenses, and the best time to
use them Understand the
options for shooting RAW,
and whether it's right for
you Use the D90's ability
to shoot high deﬁnition
video
Do you struggle to take
great photos of ﬁreworks
or the stars and night
sky? Written by Multi
Award Winning Australian
Photographer, Trainer and
Best Selling Author Steve
Rutherford. This book, The
Beginners Guide to Night
Photography is one of the
best selling "Beginners
Guide to Photography"
book series and is an easy
to understand practical
guide to night photography. In the latest book
"The Beginners Guide to
Night
Photography"
another book in the best
selling "Beginners Guide
to Photography" book series. You'll discover the secrets the pro's use to get
amazing photos of star
trails, planets and even
deep space! Here is what
is covered in this complete beginners guide to
Photographing the Night
Sky by Award Winning Professional Photographer
and Best Selling Author
Steve Rutherford. The SECRET TECHNIQUES pro
photographers use every
day FREE Access to
BONUS VIDEO TRAINING
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to learn photo editing like
a pro Beginners buying
guide to telescopes and
how to use them with cameras. Dozens of astrophotography techniques, tips
and tricks. Equipment
needed to capture star
ﬁeld planetary and celestial objects. Specialised telescopic
equipment
studies. All the resources
to ﬁnd processing software for astrophotography. Over 200 pages of
hands on easy to follow instruction The equipment
that takes your shots from
boring to amazing How to
save time and money using the right photography
tools How to turn your
photography passion and
creativity into a BIG $ income You will discover
the many secrets that I,
and other pro photographers, use to capture stunning award winning photos, with sharper focus,
more coloUr, more detail
and less time wasting, trying every setting to "hope
for a good shot". Set out
into an easy to follow,
page by page guide, join
me indoors, outdoors and
at night on all aspects of
photography and how to
take control of your DSLR
Camera, and master striking photos, with every
shoot. The Beginners
Guide to Night Photography, is clearly written,
easy-to-understand guide
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will be an indispensable resource whenever you pick
up the camera for your
next night photography
shoot. You'll also get FREE
access to Video Training
at
https://www.photocheats.
com. Also FREE Access to
One Shot Magazine at http://www.oneshotmagaa
izne.com. It is packed full
of tips and tricks to improve your photography.
Just follow the links to
both Photo Cheats and
One Shot Magazine in the
book or Like us over at
https://www.facebook.co
m/OneShotMagazine
Please also come back
and leave a review we
would love to know what
you thought of this book.
Don't forget to check out
the other books in the "Beginners Guide to Photography" book series. Written
with all levels in mind,
there is instruction for beginners, as well as many
advanced techniques and
tips. I have also included
"live website links"
throughout, as well as
easy to ﬁnd "quick tip"
sections. The "Beginners
Guide to Photography"
book series breaks techniques down into speciﬁc
categories so you can perfect these techniques.
Please see the other
books in the series for
more in depth tutorials on
a large range of photogra-
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phy styles. Please also
come back and leave a review we would love to
know what you thought of
this book. Don't forget to
check out the other books
in the "The Beginners
Guide to Photography"
best selling photography
book series. ***** 5 STAR
REVIEWS for this book series so far ***** "Explanatory, easy descriptions involved material" "Loved it
has helped me in numerous ways. Have used it as
a reference constantly.
One of my photos has
gone viral since using the
hints and tips in the book.
Small adjustments make
huge diﬀerences." - Mike
Roche. "Has absolutely everything" "Do not miss out
on this book. As the title
says it has absolutely everything and I particularly
like the boxes with advice
to shoot particular subjects. It doesn't matter
whether you are just starting out or experienced
with a camera, it has
something for everyone.
Highly recommended!" Paul B "Well worth the
money" "Great book that
starts form the very basics, explains everything
to do with modern cameras, their use, settings
and techniques under
diﬀerent settings and circumstances." - Qball "A
great read" "Getting back
into photography after a 6
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yr break - born and raised
on a ﬁlm SLR, this book
helped me remember
things and to better adapt
to a digital SLR - whether
you're novice or experienced, you will get a lot
out if this book...." - Brian
I love this book and hope
to capture few good images as a result of this." Jatinkumar.
Here is a photographer’s
dream manual, with the
newest and hottest cameras, high-quality images,
and unequaled, in-depth
information provided by
an expert author and
PCPhoto, the best photography magazine on the
market. This fully updated
handbook includes a thorough examination of the
newest technology issues,
including
megapixel
counts, new image stabilization and sensor cleaning features and live LCDs
on D-SLRs. There’s a discussion of the importance
of resolution, the various
formats and ﬁle options
available, and memory
cards and storage choices. Tips on getting the
best exposure, making
the most of ﬂash, using
diﬀerent lenses and ﬁlters, and ﬁnding eﬀective
ways of applying image-editing software will
all help photographers get
truly creative.
Starting with the basics of
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camera control and moving on to shutter speeds,
aperture, zoom and ﬂash,
Langford’s Starting Photography gives you the only introduction to digital
photography you’ll ever
need. Once you’ve mastered the basics, examples and projects allow
you to explore the key
methods for capturing a
variety of subjects from
portraits and pets to landscapes and sports photography, alongside straightforward advice on using
editing software to get the
best out of your digital
shots, will have you producing unforgettable images in moments. More inspiring than a textbook,
more interesting than a
reference, and more in-depth than a photography class, Langford’s Starting Photography is the only guide you need to start
taking great images.
In the last few years, digital SLR cameras have taken the astrophotography
world by storm. It is now
easier to photograph the
stars than ever before!
They are compact and
portable, ﬂexible to adapt
with diﬀerent lenses and
for telescope use, and
above all DSLR cameras
are easy and enjoyable to
use. In this concise guide,
experienced astrophotography expert Michael Covington outlines the simple,
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enduring basics that will
enable you to get started,
and help you get the most
from your equipment. He
covers a wide selection of
equipment, simple and advanced projects, technical
considerations and image
processing techniques. Unlike other astrophotography books, this one focuses speciﬁcally on DSLR
cameras, not astronomical CCDs, non-DSLR digital cameras, or ﬁlm. This
guide is ideal for astrophotographers who wish to develop their skills using
DSLR cameras and as a
friendly introduction to
amateur astronomers or
photographers curious
about photographing the
night sky.
The new, mid-priced
Nikon D80 replaces the
Nikon D70s/D70--which
was the subject of our
best-selling Magic Lantern
Guide ever! This model
features a 10 megapixel
sensor, up-sized 2.5” LCD
monitor, and 4.5 fps capability.
A local Singaporean magazine dedicated to photography and videography.
This established, detailed
beginner's guide is the
perfect choice if you're
looking to develop your
knowledge and skills, and
take your photography to
the next level. This authoritative classic by leading
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photography writer and
lecturer Michael Langford
has been refreshed and revised by best-selling photography author Philip Andrews for today's photographers. Strongly focused
on digital, but with key references to traditional photography where relevant,
oﬀer a full grounding in
the topic. Langford's Starting Photographyis an ideal
technical introduction. All
the core basics are included, from how to select
and compose a good picture to how diﬀerent cameras operate and how to
decipher their controls.
Diﬀerent subjects are explored, with advice on
how to tackle people,
places, animals, landscapes and close-ups, and
valuable guidance on presenting and assessing
ﬁnished work.
Now refreshed with current technologies and
terms, and more than 25
percent new images and
an all-new chapter, this
bestselling guide shows
readers how to shoot
great photographs with
any type of camera.
Whilst
camera-speciﬁc
guides provide the how-to, manual style information on how to use your
particular model of camera, this manufacturer-speciﬁc guide provides
you with all the information you need as a Nikon
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DSLR photographer to optimise your workﬂow and
capture great images. Jim
White and Tony Sweet
show you how to increase
the quality of your photos,
save time and work
smarter, starting with the
most pressing questions:
Which camera should you
use? Which lens is best?
Which accessories are
must-haves? How can you
get the most out of
Nikon's Capture NX Software? In-depth, speciﬁc
features of the newest
Nikon DSLRs are also covered, helping you to make
your camera really work
for you. Complete with
practical advice, key
workﬂow solutions and detailed images that display
multiple camera functions, this book is a must
have for every Nikon photographer. Part of Focal's
Digital Workﬂow series,
this is the Nikon version of
the popular Canon DSLR:
The Ultimate Photographer's Guide.
David Busch's Canon EOS
R5/R6 Guide to Digital Photography is your all-in-one
comprehensive resource
and reference for the exciting new Canon EOS R5
and R6 full-frame mirrorless cameras. Enthusiasts
can choose between the
super-high resolution of
the R5’s 45-megapixel
sensor, or the superior
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low-light performance and
action-friendly high-capacity buﬀer of the 20-megapixel R6. Both cameras
boast continuous shooting
up to 20 frames per second, in-body image stabilization, and 1,053 Dual-Pixel II phase-detection
AF points for lightning-fast, precise autofocus.
Their high-resolution
OLED electronic viewﬁnders provide a bright,
clear view. Three available adapters make it
easy to supplement your
R-mount lenses with a
broad selection of legacy
Canon EF and EF-S optics.
The EOS R5 and R6 have
wireless connectivity to allow linking to a computer
and iOS or Android smart
device, high-deﬁnition 4K
and Full HD movie-making
capabilities, and a versatile swiveling touchscreen LCD. With this
book in hand, you can
quickly apply all these advanced features to your
digital photography, while
boosting your creativity to
take great photographs
with your Canon EOS R5
or R6.
Filled with detailed how-to
steps and full-color
illustrations, David
Busch's Canon EOS R5/R6
Guide to Digital
Photography covers all
this upscale camera's
features in depth, from
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taking your ﬁrst photos
through advanced details
of setup, exposure, lens
selection, lighting, and
more, and relates each
feature to speciﬁc
photographic techniques
and situations. Also
included is the handy
"roadmap" chapter, an
easy-to-use visual guide
to the cameras' features
and controls. Learn when
to use each option and,
more importantly, when
not to use them, by
following the author’s
recommended settings for
every menu entry. With
best-selling photographer
and mentor David Busch
as your guide, you'll
quickly have full creative
mastery of your camera’s
capabilities, whether
you're shooting on the
job, as an advanced
enthusiast, or are just out
for fun. Start building your
knowledge and
conﬁdence, while bringing
your vision to light with
the Canon EOS R5/R6
today.
Photopedia: The Ultimate
Digital Photography
Resource Whether you
own a low-cost point-andshoot camera or an
expensive digital SLR,
great photographs are
within your reach–with the
help of this book.
Photopedia: The Ultimate
Digital Photography
Resource shows you
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everything you need to
know to take greatlooking digital photos,
from basic camera
operation to advanced
Photoshop techniques.
Photopedia’s easy-to-read
text, accompanied by
colorful photographic
examples, leads you stepby-step from choosing the
right digital camera to
taking impressive pictures
to printing your photos
and sharing them via the
Web. Photopedia includes
detailed instructions for
taking all kinds of
diﬀerent photos. Want to
take an attractive portrait,
or a stunning action shot?
Or perhaps you just want
to capture shots on your
upcoming vacation, or
shoot some product
photos for eBay?
Whatever type of photo
you want to take, you’ll
learn how in this book.
Read the text, look at the
pictures, and then start
shooting! HERE’S SOME
OF WHAT’S COVERED
INSIDE: • Choosing the
right digital camera •
Learning your camera’s
functions and controls •
Selecting essential
camera accessories •
Using diﬀerent lenses and
ﬁlters • Mastering
essential photographic
techniques, such as
composition, lighting,
color, exposure, and focus
• Choosing the best photo
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editing software • Using
Photoshop to edit and
enhance your photos •
Shooting the perfect
photo–from portraits to
still life • All aspects of
digital photography from
equipment, composition,
digital darkroom/editing,
and output. • Shooting in
black and white • Storing,
managing, and printing
your photos Michael Miller
has written more than 75
nonﬁction how-to books,
including Que’s iPodpedia:
The Ultimate iPod and
iTunes Resource,
Googlepedia: The
Ultimate Google
Resource, Absolute
Beginner’s Guide to
Computer Basics, Tricks of
the eBay Masters, and
Bad Pics Fixed Quick.
Learn more at his website:
www.molehillgroup.com.
Category: Digital
Photography User Level:
Beginner to Advanced
David Busch's Nikon
D3400 Guide to Digital
Photography is your all-inone comprehensive
resource and reference
for the Nikon D3400
camera, the most
advanced entry-level
dSLR that the company
has ever oﬀered. Taking
and sharing pictures is
easier than ever, thanks
to the D3400’s enhanced
Guide Mode and
SnapBridge Bluetooth Low
Energy wireless link
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between the D3400 and
your Android or iOS
smartphone or tablet..
This 24-megapixel camera
oﬀers Full HD 1080p
video, continuous
shooting at up to 5 frames
per second, and enhanced
battery life of up to 1200
shots per charge. With
this book in hand, you can
ﬁne tune your camera
skills as you explore the
world of digital
photography, develop
your creativity, and take
great photographs with
your D3400. Filled with
detailed how-to steps and
full-color illustrations,
David Busch's Nikon
D3400 Guide to Digital
Photography covers all
the camera's features in
depth, from taking your
ﬁrst photos through
advanced details of setup,
exposure, lens selection,
lighting, and more, and
relates each feature to
speciﬁc photographic
techniques and situations.
Also included is the handy
visual guide to the D3400,
with close-up photos and
descriptions of the
camera's essential
features and controls.
Learn when to use each
option and, more
importantly, when not to
use them, by following the
author’s recommended
settings for every menu
entry. With best-selling
photographer and mentor
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David Busch as your
guide, you'll quickly have
full creative mastery of
your camera’s
capabilities, whether
you're shooting on the
job, as an advanced
enthusiast, or are just out
for fun. Start building your
knowledge and
conﬁdence, while bringing
your vision to light with
the Nikon D3400 today.
Mastering the Nikon D610
by Darrell Young provides
a wealth of experiencebased information and
insights for owners of the
new D610 camera. Darrell
is determined to help the
user navigate past the
confusion that often
comes with complex and
powerful professional
camera equipment. This
book explores the
features and capabilities
of the camera in a way
that far surpasses the
user's manual. It guides
readers through the
camera features with
step-by-step setting
adjustments; color
illustrations; and detailed
how, when, and why
explanations for each
option. Every button, dial,
switch, and menu
conﬁguration setting is
explored in a user-friendly
manner, with suggestions
for setup according to
various shooting styles.
Darrell's friendly and
informative writing style
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allows readers to easily
follow directions while
feeling as if a friend
dropped in to share his
knowledge. The learning
experience for new D610
users goes beyond just
the camera itself and
covers basic photography
technique.
David Busch's Nikon
D5600 Guide to Digital
Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference for
the Nikon D5600 camera.
This ultracompact and
light weight Nikon digital
SLR has new SnapBridge
wireless Bluetooth communication so you can use
your iOS or Android device to control the camera. Nikon has also added
an easy-to-use time-lapse
feature to its impressive
capabilities, which include
a swiveling touch screen
LCD that makes taking
photos or changing settings quick and easy. The
D5600 captures 24-megapixel still images and
1080p 60 fps high-deﬁnition movies with stereo
sound, too. With this book
in hand, you can ﬁne tune
your camera skills as you
explore the world of digital photography, develop
your creativity, and take
great photographs with
your D5600. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px; font: 12.0px 'Times
New Roman'} Filled with
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detailed how-to steps and
full-color illustrations,
David Busch's Nikon
D5600 Guide to Digital
Photography covers all
the camera's features in
depth, from taking your
ﬁrst photos through advanced details of setup,
exposure, lens selection,
lighting, and more, and relates each feature to speciﬁc photographic techniques and situations. Also included is the handy
visual guide to the D5600,
with close-up photos and
descriptions of the camera's essential features and
controls, including the versatile LCD touch screen.
Learn when to use each
option and, more importantly, when not to use
them, by following the author’s recommended settings for every menu entry.
With best-selling photographer and mentor David
Busch as your guide,
you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether
you're shooting on the
job, as an advanced enthusiast, or are just out for
fun. Start building your
knowledge and conﬁdence, while bringing your
vision to light with the
Nikon D5600 today.
Mastering Nikon Speedlights is the most comprehensive guide available
for anyone using or wanting to learn more about
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the Nikon Creative Lighting System (CLS). Starting
with an exploration of how
to work with light, the
book teaches you everything you need to know
about understanding the
direction and intensity of
light, using light meters
and metering modes, controlling exposure, and
much more. You’ll learn
the speciﬁcs of how to use
the full range of Nikon
Speedlights and accessories, including past and
current models of cameras and CLS compatible
ﬂashes—and in the process you’ll ﬁnd out how to
get the best shots with
your gear, whether you
have a whole box of equipment or just the basics.
The book includes practical, real-world photo
shoots—portraits, action
shots, and product photography—starting with one
light and gradually working up to multiple lights so
you can observe the progression of the light from
one ﬂash to many. No matter what your subject or
shooting scenario, Mastering Nikon Speedlights is
an essential resource that
teaches you how to produce the light you need to
achieve great results.
Oﬀers a thorough discussion of the qualities of
light, how the camera
measures light, and the
settings needed to record
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an image with proper exposure Provides a complete overview of all the
components that make up
the Nikon Creative Lighting System, outlining how
to use the diﬀerent Speedlights and accessories to
correspond with each camera’s unique capabilities
Covers how to use the
Nikon Speedlights oﬀ the
camera using the Advanced Wireless Lighting
(AWL) features built into
the Creative Lighting System Features several examples of real photo
shoots, showing you how
to take great photos in a
variety of situations, building from one ﬂash up to
multiple ﬂashes
You've been waiting for
an aﬀordable dSLR with
the quality and versatility
of the Nikon D200. Packed
with great techniques and
full-color examples, this
book helps you take advantage of all the D200's
features. From the Quick
Tour on how to use your
D200 to the intricacies of
setting white balance,
working with the ﬂash,
converting NEF, and shooting superb images in
more than twenty common situations, it's all
here—and it goes anywhere you and your Nikon
can. Get a clear understanding of your camera's
challenges and advantages Choose the right
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shooting, exposure, and
focus modes for each type
of shot Use extended ISO
and noise reduction Explore how various lenses
can enhance your work
Work with diﬀerent ﬂash
options and available light
Visit our Web site at
www.wiley.com/compbook
s
Singapore's leading tech
magazine gives its readers the power to decide
with its informative articles and in-depth reviews.
Get the results your camera was meant to deliver
With the D700, you've
stepped up to a high-performance camera. The
possibilities oﬀered by its
12.1-megapixel, FX-format CMOS sensor are exhilarating. This guide helps
you take full advantage of
every feature you paid
for, oﬀering clear and comprehensive directions for
setting up the camera,
choosing modes, selecting
lenses, and much more.
With detailed guidance for
working with lighting, exposure, and depth of ﬁeld
plus advanced shooting
techniques for many diﬀerent situations, it's your
camera's perfect partner.
Customize the D700's settings and learn how to use
them all Maximize Live
View and use single-point
and dynamic-area autofocus Explore original, optio-
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nal, and custom picture
controls Investigate wideangle lenses, VR and DX
lenses, ﬁlters, and lens accessories Learn secrets
for getting great shots of
sporting events, concerts,
wildlife, products, and people
Long-time columnist and
lifelong photographer
Shawn M. Tomlinson writers about the art and technique of photography with
wit and humor. He focuses in his Photo Curmudgeon columns on getting
started in as well as moving into advanced photography. Instead of concentrating upon the newest,
shiniest photographic
equipment, Tomlinson
works with all levels of older equipment, makes recommendations and recounts his own "Voyages
of Photography." He helps
the novice get started
with higher end, older
cameras and lenses, and
helps with photo editing
suggestions and techniques.
David Busch's Nikon
D5500 Guide to Digital
Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive resource and reference for
the Nikon D5500 camera.
This ultracompact and
lightweight Nikon digital
SLR has a swiveling touch
screen LCD that makes
taking photos or changing
settings quick and easy.
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The D5500 includes builtin Wi-Fi, so you can use
your iOS or Android device to control the camera
or upload photos to your
phone, tablet, or personal
computer. The D5500 captures 24-megapixel still
images and 1080p 60 fps
high-deﬁnition
movies
with stereo sound, too.
With this book in hand,
you can ﬁne-tune your
camera skills as you explore the world of digital
photography, develop
your creativity, and take
great photographs with
your D5500. Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David
Busch's Nikon D5500
Guide to Digital Photography covers all the camera's features in depth, from
taking your ﬁrst photos
through advanced details
of setup, exposure, lens
selection, lighting, and
more, and relates each
feature to speciﬁc photographic techniques and situations. Also included is
the handy visual guide to
the D5500, with close-up
photos and descriptions of
the camera's essential features and controls, including the versatile LCD
touch screen. Learn when
to use each option and,
more importantly, when
not to use them, by following the author’s recommended settings for every
menu entry. With best-
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selling photographer and
mentor David Busch as
your guide, you'll quickly
have full creative mastery
of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're shooting on the job, taking
shots as an advanced enthusiast, or are just out
for fun. Start building your
knowledge and conﬁdence, while bringing your
vision to light with the
Nikon D5500 today.
An Amateur's Guide to Observing and Imaging the
Heavens is a highly comprehensive guidebook
that bridges the gap between the beginners' and
hobbyists' books and the
many specialised and subject-speciﬁc
texts
for
more advanced amateur
astronomers. Written by
an experienced astronomer and educator,
the book is a one-stop reference providing extensive information and advice about observing and
imaging equipment, with
detailed examples showing how best to use them.
In addition to providing in-depth knowledge about
every type of astronomical telescope and highlighting their strengths
and weaknesses, two
chapters oﬀer advice on
making visual observations of the Sun, Moon,
planets, stars and
galaxies. All types of modern astronomical imaging
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are covered, with step-bystep details given on the
use of DSLRs and web-cams for solar, lunar and
planetary imaging and the
use of DSLRs and cooled
CCD cameras for deep sky
imaging.
The top-rated and topselling photography ebook
since 2012 and the ﬁrst
ever Gold Honoree of the
Benjamin Franklin Digital
Award, gives you ﬁve innovations no other book
oﬀers: Free video training.
9+ HOURS of video training integrated into the
book’s content (requires
Internet access). Travel
around the world with
Tony and Chelsea as they
teach you hands-on. Appendix A lists the videos
so you can use the book
like an inexpensive video
course.Classroom-style
teacher and peer help. After buying the book, you
get access to the private
forums on this site, as
well as the private Stunning Digital Photography
Readers group on Facebook where you can ask
the questions and post pictures for feedback from
Tony, Chelsea, and other
readers. It’s like being
able to raise your hand in
class and ask a question!
Instructions are in the introduction.Lifetime updates. This book is regularly updated with new con-
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tent (including additional
videos) that existing owners receive for free. Updates are added based on
reader feedback and questions, as well as changing
photography trends and
new camera equipment.
This is the last photography book you’ll ever
need.Hands-on practices.
Complete the practices at
the end of every chapter
to get the real world experience you need.500+
high resolution, original
pictures. Detailed example pictures taken by the
author in ﬁfteen countries
demonstrate both good
and bad technique. Many
pictures include links to
the full-size image so you
can zoom in to see every
pixel. Most photography
books use stock photography, which means the author didn’t even take
them. If an author can’t
take his own pictures,
how can he teach you? In
this book, Tony Northrup
(award-winning author of
more than 30 how-to
books and a professional
portrait, wildlife, and landscape photographer)
teaches the art and science of creating stunning
pictures. First, beginner
photographers will master: CompositionExposureShutter speedApertureDepth-of-ﬁeld
(blurring the background)ISONatural lightFlashTrou-
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bleshooting blurry, dark,
and bad picturesPet photographyWildlife photography (mammals, birds, insects, ﬁsh, and more)Sunrises and sunsetsLandscapesCityscapesFlowersForests, waterfalls, and
riversNight photographyFireworksRaw ﬁlesHDRMacro/close-up photography
Advanced photographers
can skip forward to learn
the pro’s secrets for: Posing men and women. including corrective posing
(checklists provided)Portraits (candid, casual, formal, and underwater)Remotely triggering ﬂashesUsing bounce ﬂash and
ﬂash modiﬁersUsing studio lighting on any budgetBuilding a temporary or
permanent studio at
homeShooting your ﬁrst
weddingHigh speed photographyLocation scouting/ﬁnding the best spots
and timesPlanning shoots
around the sun and moonStar trails (via long exposure and image stacking)Light paintingEliminating
noiseFocus stacking for inﬁnite depth-of-ﬁeldUnderwater photographyGetting
close to wildlifeUsing electronic shutter triggersPhotographing moving carsPhotographing architecture and real estate
David Busch's Nikon
D7500 Guide to Digital
Photography is your all-in-one comprehensive re-
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source and reference for
the Nikon D7500 camera.
Built around the same
20.9 megapixel sensor as
the D500, this mid-level
Nikon model has BlueTooth and Wi-Fi wireless
control with the SnapBridge smart phone/tablet
app. A swiveling screen,
4K video, 8 fps continuous
shooting, and ISO speeds
up to 1.6 million make the
D7500 a signiﬁcant enthusiast-oriented upgrade.
With this book in hand,
you can ﬁne tune your
camera skills as you explore the world of digital
photography, develop
your creativity, and take
great photographs with
your D7500. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px; font: 12.0px 'Times
New Roman'} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px; font: 12.0px 'Times
New Roman'; min-height:
15.0px} Filled with detailed how-to steps and full-color illustrations, David
Busch's Nikon D7500
Guide to Digital Photography covers all the camera's features in depth, from
taking your ﬁrst photos
through advanced details
of setup, exposure, lens
selection, lighting, and
more, and relates each
feature to speciﬁc photographic techniques and situations. Also included is
the handy visual guide to
the D7500, with close-up
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photos and descriptions of
the camera's essential features and controls. Learn
when to use each option
and, more importantly,
when not to use them, by
following the author’s recommended settings for every menu entry. With
best-selling photographer
and mentor David Busch
as your guide, you'll quickly have full creative mastery of your camera’s capabilities, whether you're
shooting on the job, as an
advanced enthusiast, or
are just out for fun. Start
building your knowledge
and conﬁdence, while
bringing your vision to
light with the Nikon
D7500 today.
Charlotte Lowrie's indispensable guide to taking
the best possible pictures
with the Canon EOS 50D!
Go well beyond the basics
with this essential guide
to getting great shots with
the Canon EOS 50D camera. Professional photographer and bestselling author Charlotte Lowrie
packs this portable guide
with over 290 pages of
beautiful full-color photos,
proven techniques, and
no-fail formulas for tapping all the features this
exciting new high-resolution DSLR camera oﬀers.
Get to know your Canon
EOS 50D, learn all the
tricks, and then take this
handy portable guide with
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you in the ﬁeld for quick
and easy reference. Master your Canon EOS 50D
camera with expert guidance from Seattle-area
professional photographer
and popular author, Charlotte Lowrie Find pages of
step-by-step techniques
and professional tips that
will help you understand
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all the functions, menus,
and dials on your camera
Explore topics that many
competitive digital SLR
books just touch on, including step-by-step instruction on exposure and
composition Learn professional composition and
lighting tricks Examine full-color examples of breath-
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taking ways to capture
stills, portraits, and action
shots Canon EOS 50D Digital Field Guide is the latest in the bestselling Digital Field Guide series that
has taught thousands of
photographers and beginners how to get the most
out of their digital cameras.

